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Abstract-This paper is concerned with the stabilization problem of infinite-dimensional systems 
with A?-bounded output operators. An operator is said to be AT-bounded if it can be written 
as C(A + c)Y for some bounded operator C and some scalar c (see [l]). For example, the linear 
diffusion system with distributed (or boundary) control and boundary observation is formulated as 
an evolution equation with bounded input operator and AT-bounded output operator in a Hilbert 
space. The purpose of this paper is to show that the closed-loop system with a finite-dimensional 
controller containing residual mode filter, which Balas introduced for infinite-dimensional systems 
with bounded input and output operators, is exponentially stable if the order of residual mode filter 
is chosen sufficiently large. 
Keywords-Infinite-dimensional systems, AT-bounded operator, Analytic semigroup, Residual 
mode filter, Finite-dimensional controller. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with inner product (., .) and associated norm 1) .II. 
We shall consider the system of the form 
Wt) - = -Ax(t) + h(t), 
dt 
x(0) = x0, 
g(t) = C(A + c)‘x(t), O<y<l, 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
under the following Assumptions (Al )-( A6) : 
(Al). A is a self-adjoint operator with the domain D(A) dense in H. 
(A2). A has compact resolvent and is bounded from below. 
From the Assumptions (Al) and (A2), by using the Hilbert-Schmidt theory for compact self- 
adjoint operators, it follows that there exists a set of eigenpairs {Xi, q&} with finite multiplicity 
mi, such that 
(1) 44) = {XI, X2,. . .}, --oo<x~<x2<..‘<x~<~~~~~, 
(2) A& = M+, i 2 1,l 5 j 5 mi (< Oo), 
(3) {& ; i 2 1, 1 5 j 5 mi} forms a complete orthonormal system in H, 
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where a(A) denotes the spectrum of A. Therefore, x E H has a unique expression 
and the analytic semigroup epAt generated by -A is expressed as 
epAtx = c ~e-x't(x,q5ij)&j, t > 0, x E H. (1.3) 
i=l j=l 
Now let X1 < 0 be assumed. Then, from (1.3) we see that Ile-Atll 5 eexlt (t 2 0), i.e., the 
homogeneous part of (1.1) is unstable. 
(A3). c is a positive constant chosen such that a(A + c) c {A E C ; ReX > 0). 
By the assumption (A3), we can define fractional powers (A + c)~ (a E IL?). Here, we denote by 
H, (CX 10) a Hilbert space D((A+c)*) with inner product (.;)H, g < (A+c)~(.), (A+c)&(.) > 
and norm II . I[H, 4% ll(A + c)“(.)II. 
(A4). B is a bounded linear operator from a p-dimensional Euclidean space RP into H, i.e., B E 
C(RP, H). 
(A5). C is a bounded linear operator from H into a q-dimensional Euclidean space I@‘, i.e., C E 
L(H, IV). 
Let u > 0 be a given constant. We take an integer 1 such that Xl+1 > 0. We take another 
integer n such that n > 1, and we define the orthogonal projection Pk (Ic = 1, n) by 
Using the operators Pk (lc = 1, n) we define xl(t), xcz(t) and x3(t) as foknvs: 
x1(t) k Plx(t), xz(t) A (P, - 4)x(t), x3(f) a (1 - P,) x(t), 
and decompose the system (1.1) and (1.2) into the form 
dxl (t) 
- = -Alx:l(t) + Blu(t), 
dt 
xl(O) = 8x0, (1.4a) 
dxz (t) 
- = -Azxz(t) + B&t), 
dt 
x2(0) = (P?l - 8) x0, 
dx3 (t) 
- = -ASxS(t) + BsU(t), 
dt 
x3(0) = (I- Pn)xo, 
y(t) = CI(AI + c)~xI(~) + C2(A2 + c)Yx2(t) + C3(A3 + c)‘x3(t). 
(1.4b) 
(1.4c) 
(1.5) 
In the above 
Al p AIP~H, A2 fi A(P,-s)H, A3 k A(,-PJH, 
B1 k PlB, B2 g (P, - PL)B, B3 g (I - P,)B, 
cl ’ ClPiH, (72 ’ CI(P,,-P~)HI c3 ’ CI(I-P,,)H, 
where for example, Alq~ denotes the restriction of A onto the subspace PlH, and dim PlH = 
cf=, rni < 00, dim(P, - Pl)H = ~~=“=,+, rni < oc), dim(l- P,)H = co. 
Finally, we set the following assumption on (-Al, B1, Cl(A1 + c)‘) in (1.4) and (1.5): 
(AC). (-Al, B ) 1 is controllable and (-Al, Cl(A1 + c)‘) is observable. 
REMARK 1.1. The diffusion system with distributed (or boundary) control and boundary obser- 
vation is formulated as in (1.1) ,( 1.2). For example, see [2] and [3]. 
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2. STABILIZATION BY A 
FINITE-DIMENSIONAL CONTROLLER 
Now, we consider the following type of finite-dimensional controller: 
dW2 (t) 
- = -A2~2(t) + B2u(t), 
dt 
w2(0) = 2~20, (2.la) 
$2(t) = Cz(A2 + c)Yw2(t), (2.lb) 
y = (-AI - GICI(AI + c)‘)wl(t) + Gl(y(t) - h(t)) + &u(t), ~(0) = ~10, 
(2.2a) 
u(t) = Flwl(t). (2.2b) 
This type of controller was first introduced by Sakawa [4] to counteract the observation spillover 
for linear diffusion systems with bounded input and output operators, and Balas [5] especially 
called (2.1) as the residual mode filter. In the above, Fr and G1 are bounded linear operators to 
be determined. 
Defining cl(t) and ez(t) by cl(t) 4 xl(t) - wl(t), ez(t) k x2(t) - ~2(t), then from (1.4), (1.5), 
(2.1) and (2.2), th e c osed-loop 1 system is written as follows: 
where 
q = A<(t) + B<(t), 
x1(t) 
el (t) 
r(t) + x2(t) 1: e2 (t) x3(t) 
(2.3) 
is the closed-loop state in a Hilbert space X 2 PlH x PlH x (P, - Pl)H x (P, - Pl)H x (I - P,)H, 
and A, B are given by 
0 
Al2 e -GlCz(A:! + c)’ -GlCs(Az + c) 
0 
g 
-B3Fl 0 0 0 
Under the assumption (A6), we can choose bounded linear operators Fl and Gi such that 
o(-A1 + BIFl) u o(-Al - GIC1(A1 + c)‘) = {-VI, --1/z,. . . , -v2r}. Here, the real numbers _ 
vi > 0 are such that u < Xl+1 < ur < IQ < . . . < v21, where 1 = cf=, mi. 
The analytic semigroup eAt generated by A can be written as 
eAt - 
eAltt 
- 
0 
J; eirl(t;yi2eAzzs ds . 
22 1 
In the above, eAllt and eAzzt are analytic semigroups generated by 
Here, we can estimate the operator norm of eAt. 
Arr and A22, respectively. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that the assumptions (Al)-(A6) are satisfied. Then, there exists a constant 
A? (1 1) independent of 72 such that 
holds. 
PROOF. First, we shall estimate the operator norm of the analytic semigroup eA1lt. Defining the 
operators All, A21 and A22 by 
AlI & 
-Al + BlFl -BlFl 
0 -Al - GICI(AI + c)’ 1 ’ A21 4 [ B2F1 - BZFI 1, Am k -A2, 
AlI ca.n be rewritten as 
Under the assumption (A6), it follows that for the analytic semigroup e(-Al+BIFl)t generated by 
-Al + BlFl and the analytic semigroup e(-A1-G1C1(Al+c)7)t generated by -Al - GICl(Al +c)y 
there exist constants MI, IV1 (1 1) independent of n such that 
I/~(-AI+BIW~ 5 M~~-w, t>o 
and 
~l~(-A~-GlC~(Al+c)‘)tll < ~1~-“1t < N&I+I~ - 
hold. Here, by using [6, Lemma 2.11 we have the following estimate 
eAllt generated by AII: 
t20 
for the analytic semigroup 
lie A1lt(( 5 max(Ml,Nl) 
( 
1 + m~(~l,N)IIB~fill e-~l+lt 
J4 - x1+1 > 
I m=(Ml,W 
( 
1+ 
m~(~1~WIIBIIIIJiII e-~L+lt _ MIe-~L+It 
) 
- 
f4 - x1+1 
1 7 t 2 0, 
(2.4) 
where Mi = max(Ml, NI) (1 + max(M1’N1)“B”“~l’i) (2 1) is independent of n. Also, it is clear 
4-x1+1 
that the analytic semigroup eAzzt generated by A22 satisfies 
Ile -by = lie-Aztll = e-h+lt I e-ut, 
Therefore, from (2.4) and (2.5) IleAT”tll can be estimated as 
t 2 0. (2.5) 
by using [6, Lemma 2.11 again, where M;’ = Mi (1 + 2Mi/E”F”) (2 1) is independent of n. 
Next, we shall estimate the operator norm of ft eAll(t-s)A12eA22Sds. The operator AlzeA22t 
is written as follows: 
] [ 
(A2 + c)’ I[ 
e-&t 
(A3:c)7 0 
0 
0 1 e-Ast . 
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Here, noting that 
ll[ 
(-4 + c)’ 
0 (A3 “, c)’ I[ 
e-&t 0 
0 e-&t Ill 
2 {(X1+1 + c)’ + t--f} e-xL+‘t (2.7) 
for t > 0, we get 
_ 
llAi~&~~ll 5 211Gi11IICII {(Xl+1 + c)’ + t-‘} emx”+lt, 
Therefore, from (2.6) and (2.8) we have 
t > 0. (2.8) 
t 
ekl(t-S)& eh ds < II J - tll ,k(t-d )I ll,&2ehll ds 0 
I 2llGll IPIP emut 
J 
0t { (Xl+1 + c)’ + s-‘} e-(xl+l-a)sds 
L ‘4IG1ll IlW@’ eeut 
J 
Om { (Xl+1 + c)’ + s-‘} e-(xi+1-0)s ds 
= 2~~G1~~ IlClln/r:’ (;l;;tz7 + 
{ 
(~I+:_~)l-l.r(l-y)}c-at 
ut 
= Pie- , (2.9) 
for t 2 0, where /?I = 2llGrIIIICIIM~{ ‘tr1Ti7 + (&)l-‘F(l - y)} is independent of n. In 
the above, I’(e) denotes the gamma function, 
Last, we can estimate the operator norm of eAzzt a~ follows: 
lle&2t - li-llL e-;2, e_q jl 5 e-x’+‘t, for t 2 0. (2.10) 
Hence, from (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10), we get 
lleAtllqX) I (leA1lt(( + l(eA22t II + I/J’ e &dt-s)&eA22S & 
0 I/ 
5 MF ewot + evxl+lt + /jl eeut 
< (MI’ + PI + 1) eWut = Membt, t L 0, (2.11) 
where A?f = Mf + /3i + 1 (2 1) is independent of n. I 
Here, we shall discuss on the stability of the closed-loop system (2.3). The solution of (2.3) 
satisfies the integral equation 
E(t) = eAtJo + lt eA(t-S)&(s) ds. 
Here by using (2.11) and (2.12), we get 
e”tll~(t)llx 5 ~lltollx + Jd’~ll@ . eosIIJ(s)llx ds, for t 2 0. 
(2.12) 
Therefore, by using Gronwail’s inequality, we have 
eutl15(t)llx 5 ~llSOllxe”IIBIlt, for t 2 0, 
and it implies that 
Ilt(t)Ilx I ~IlColl~ eeatl for t 2 0, (2.13) 
where 
a = fJ - fillBII. 
Noting that a is independent of n, and that ~~Bs~~ + 0 as n -+ 00, we see that n;illBII 5 
254&Fi11 5 2~Ik%IIIIFrII -+ 0 as n + oo, and it implies that there exists an integer no such 
that for all n 2 no, B > 0 holds. Therefore, if the integer n is chosen such that n 1 no, II<(t)llx 
exponentially decays to zero as t goes to infinity. 
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Thus, we can summarize what we have discussed as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u > 0 be a given constant. Assume that the Assumptions (Al)-(A6) are 
satisfied, and that integers 1, n are chosen such that X ~+1 > u and n 2 1 hold. Then if the integer n 
is taken sufficiently large, a finite-dimensional controller described by (2.1), (2.2) stabilizes the 
infinite-dimensional system (l.l), (1.2) for every ~0 E H. 
REMARK 2.1. We can get the closed-loop stability in the sense of stronger space norm than (1. ((x 
by using the modified Gronwall’s inequality [7, Lemma 4.11 instead of Gronwall’s inequality. 
REMARK 2.2. The above result is basically the same one as in Nambu [3], but our proof is 
different from his and uses a simple and direct approach. On the other hand, stabilization by 
nondynamical feedback has been discussed by Lasiecka and Triggiani [8]. 
REMARK 2.3. Instead of the Assumption (A6), we set the following assumption: 
(A6’). There exists a bounded linear operator K1 such that a(-Al + B1K1C1(Al + c)‘) = 
{--vl, --v2,. . ., -zq} and the real numbers vi > 0 satisfy u < Xl+1 < ~1 < u2 < . . . < vi. 
Then, we can give the similar result as in the above by replacing (2.2) with 
u(t) = K1(y(t) - $2(t)). (2.14) 
THEOREM 2.2. Let 0 > 0 be a given constant. Assume that the Assumptions (Al)-(A5) and 
(A6’) are satisfied, and that integers 1, n are chosen such that Xl+1 > (T and n 2 1 hold. Then if 
the integer n is taken sufficiently large, a finite-dimensional controller described by (2.1), (2.14) 
stabilizes the infinite-dimensional system (l.l), (1.2) for every x0 E H. 
PROOF. This theorem is shown in the same way as in Theorem 2.1 by using the modified Gron- 
wall’s inequality [7, Lemma 4.11. I 
These two theorems show that the residual mode filter (2.1) plays an essential role to have the 
closed-loop stability. Here, we stress that, in [5], Balas has pointed out this fact in the case of 
y = 0, i.e., infinite-dimensional systems with bounded input and output operators. 
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